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(57) ABSTRACT 
Correspondence Address: A Signal delay device having an internal delay lock loop for 
J.C. Patents, Inc. calibrating the delay interval. The Signal delay device 
Suite 114 receives an input signal and then outputs the Signal after a 
1340 Reynolds Ave. pre-defined delay period. The input Signal varies according 
Irvine, CA 92614 (US) to a reference clock signal, and the required delay period is 

a quarter cycle of the clock signal. The delay device includes 
a multiplexer, an inverter, a phase detector, a counter and a 

(21) Appl. No.: 09/766,952 delay element. During calibration, the phase detector, the 
counter and the delay element form a delay lock loop that 

(22) Filed: Jan. 22, 2001 can Set up the delay time automatically. 
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DELAY DEVICE HAVING A DELAY LOCK LOOP 
AND METHOD OF CALIBRATION THEREOF 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

0001. This application claims the priority benefit of Tai 
wan application serial no. 89101270, filed Jan. 26, 2000. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002) 1. Field of Invention 
0003. The present invention relates to a signal delay 
device and a method of calibrating the delay period. More 
particularly, the present invention relates to a signal delay 
device having an internal delay lock loop for calibrating the 
delay interval. 
0004 2. Description of Related Art 
0005. Due to the rapid progress in semiconductor tech 
nologies, computational capability of a computer increases 
at a tremendous pace. At present, most computers are 
constructed using digital circuits. Synchronization among 
various internal devices is achieved using one or more 
reference clock signals. Such that various devices cooperate 
each other. In earlier computer System, data can be easily 
transferred among internal devices because the operating 
Speed is low. 
0006 FIG. 1 illustrates a conventional timing diagram of 
data transmission using a clock. In FIG. 1, signal DAT 
represents transmission data and Signal CLK represents the 
waveform of a system clock. Since the data signal DAT 
varies according to the clock signal CLK, the receiving 
terminal of a device is able to receive the data Signal 
correctly. However, this method is only suitable for the 
transmission of data in earlier operating System. AS the 
operating frequency of a System increases, precision of data 
transmission is difficult to maintain in the same way So as to 
lead to many possible System problems. 

0007 FIG. 2 illustrates a circuit block diagram of a 
conventional data transmission System using a clock signal. 
As shown in FIG. 2, a transmission device 210 transmits 
data Signals DAT to a receiving device 220 through a 
transmission line 230. During transmission, Signal is 
delayed due to the buffer 214 inside the transmission device 
210, the buffer 224 inside the receiving device 220 and the 
transmission line 230 (flight time). In addition, the flip-flop 
212 inside the transmission device 210 and the flip-flop. 222 
inside the receiving device 220 both use the clock signal 
CLK to latch-up the data. The clock signal CLK propagating 
through the transmission line 240 results in clock skew due 
to the delay in the circuit. In an actual digital System, there 
can be a total signal delay of 2-3 ms (nano-Second) from the 
transmitting terminal to the receiving terminal. Due to the 
above consideration, data holding time on data line must be 
extended for accurate transmission of data through the 
circuit. In consequence, it is difficult to raise clock frequency 
and data transmission rate. 

0008 To reduce clock delay and data loss problem during 
data transmission, data Strobe Signals are introduced. FIG. 
3A illustrates a circuit block diagram of a conventional data 
transmission system with data strobe. FIG. 3B illustrates a 
timing diagram Showing data Strobe and data line waveform. 
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As shown in FIG. 3A, the flip-flop 316 inside the transmis 
sion device 310 converts a clock signal CLK into a data 
Strobe Signal DS. Data Signal DAT is Sent accompanied by 
the data strobe signals DS. The flip-flop 322 inside the 
receiving device 320 receives data according to the data 
Strobe Signal DS. Hence, delay T for the buffers and 
flight time on the transmission line Tai are eliminated. 
Furthermore, both the rising edge and the falling edge of the 
data Strobe Signal DS can be used for data transmission. In 
other words, the System is capable of operation in a double 
data rate (DDR) mode, for example, in DDR SDRAM 
(Synchronous dynamic random access memory). If skew of 
the data strobe signal DS between the transmission terminal 
and the receiving terminal can be disregarded, transmission 
speed is limited by the setup and hold time of the flip-flop 
322 inside the receiving device 320 only. In general, the 
setup time is about 0.5 ns and hold time is about 0.5 ns. 
0009. In real applications, data signal DAT and data 
Strobe Signal DS are generated and transmitted from the 
transmission terminal Synchronously. In other words, data 
signal DAT and data strobe signal DS are transmitted from 
the transmitting terminal at the rising or falling edge of a 
clock signal. By having the same delay trace, delay time 
T of the buffers and delay time This of the transmission 
line are balanced, and skew between the data Signal DAT and 
data Strobe Signal DS is minimized. Timing Sequence of the 
signal transmission is shown in FIG. 3B. However, since 
data acceSS is carried out at the rising edge or falling edge 
of a data strobe signal DS, the data strobe signal DS must be 
delayed for a period of time at the receiving device 320 to 
ensure data accuracy. 
0010 FIG. 4A illustrates a block diagram showing the 
addition of a data delay element at the receiving terminal of 
a conventional data transmission system. FIG. 4B illustrates 
a timing diagram of data Strobe Signal, data Signal and 
delayed data strobe signal. As shown in FIGS. 4A and 4B, 
the rising edge and the falling edge of the data Strobe Signal 
DS that trigger the flip-flop 422 are within the stable portion 
of the data signal DAT. Hence, the flip-flop 422 is able to 
latch-up the data precisely. 
0011. There are a few types of delay elements. For 
example, a winding circuit line on a printed circuit board can 
be used to increase transmission time. Alternatively, passive 
devices inside an integrated circuit can be used as a delay 
element. However, both types of delay elements are not So 
Suitable for forming a high efficiency circuit. Winding a long 
circuit line on a printed circuit board will occupy a large 
area, and hence will decrease the level of integration. Due to 
circuit fabrication, the same passive delay elements inside an 
integrated circuit share different delay time. The maximum 
delay time in a delay element can be twice the minimum 
delay time. For example, if the intended delay time of a 
delay element is 1 ns, delay time of the actual delay element 
may vary from 0.67 ns to 2 ns. 
0012. The design of delay element is rather difficult 
because too much or too little delay for the data Strobe Signal 
will lead to the interception of inaccurate data. In fact, 
accuracy of received data depends on whether the amount of 
delay (D) between the data strobe Signal DS and the 
data Signal DAT is appropriate. In other words, accuracy 
depends on whether the rising or falling edge of the data 
Strobe Signal DS resides within a stable portion for reading 
data Signal DAT. 
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0013) Factors that affect the amount of delay D, 
between data strobe signal DS and data signal DAT includes: 
1. Skew between data strobe signal DS and data signal DAT 
from the transmission terminal to the receiving terminal 
(ps); 2. Delay caused by the delay element (Sd). Hence, the 
amount of total delay D, a between data strobe signal DS 
and data Signal DAT is pS+Sd. Factors that affect Signal skew 
ps includes: Various differences among output buffers, lay 
out on a printed circuit board, threshold Voltage of output 
buffers, setup time and hold time for flip-flops and so on. On 
the other hand, factors that affect the delay time of a delay 
element includes: design of the delay element, temperature, 
humidity, Voltage, CPU operating frequency, electromag 
netic interference and So on. For example, due to the 
dynamic influence by various factors, there is a possible 
delay of between 0.5-1.8 ns for a 66 Mhz system. Further 
more, the amount of delay is different for different operating 
frequencies such as 66 Mhz, 75 Mhz,83 Mhz, 100 Mhz, 133 
Mhz and higher. In general, as the operating frequency is 
increased, clock Signal cycle is shortened and tolerable error 
range is reduced. Whenever the data strobe signal DS is too 
long or too short, the receiving terminal latches inaccurate 
data Such that the System can not operate normally More 
over, even if an accurate delay value is estimated, the delay 
value may still vary according to changes in other factors 
Such as temperature, Voltage, frequency or electromagnetic 
interference. Hence, pS and Sd may vary and the calculated 
value may again fall outside the best margin. 
0.014) To reduce data loss or system failure, the data 
Strobe Signal DS is delayed one quarter cycle of the clock 
Signal cycle CLK no matter what the reference clock fre 
quency is. The delayed data Strobe Signal DS always Starts 
on the mid-portion of the positive half cycle or negative half 
cycle of the clock signal CLK. Hence, accurate data is 
always obtained. 
0.015 FIG. 5 illustrates a circuit block diagram showing 
a conventional technique for generating a quarter clock 
cycle delay. 

0016. As shown in FIG. 5, the delay elements 511, 512, 
513, 514, the phase detector 520, the counter 530 together 
constitute a delay lock loop. The delay lock loop can 
Substantially equalize the phase of the Signal at the two input 
terminals I1 and I2 of the phase detector 520. All the delay 
elements 511, 512, 513, 514 and 515 have identical delay 
characteristics. In other words, when each delay element is 
Set with the same delay parameter through its control 
terminal C, each delay element will produce the same 
amount of Signal delay. 
0017. By properly selecting delay elements 511,512,513 
and 514, a signal from the input terminal I1 of the phase 
detector 520 with the delay lock loop being stabilized is 
delayed by one cycle of the clock CLK. Because all the 
delay elements 511, 512, 513 and 514 have identical char 
acteristics, delay time of each delay element is one quarter 
cycle of a clock signal. The delay element 515 is used to 
delay the data Strobe Signal DS on a receiving terminal. 
0.018. Although the aforementioned method of using a 
delay lock loop to determine the delay parameters of a delay 
element can produce an accurate delay time, four delay 
elements are needed in the delay lock loop. Since each delay 
element has to occupy a certain area, total area occupation 
of the delay elements on a Silicon chip is large. Moreover, in 
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a modern computer System, Several clock frequencies are 
used. Since each clock frequency requires a Set of delay lock 
loop, all the delay elements on a chip occupy a significant 
aca. 

0019. In conclusion, conventional delay element system 
has the following drawbacks: 
0020) 1. Delay time controlled by increasing the length of 
conductive lines is not accurate. Furthermore, long conduc 
tive lines occupy a large area on a printed circuit board. 
Winding circuit lines are not good for multiple frequencies. 
0021 2. It is also difficult to control the accuracy of delay 
time by forming a delay circuit with passive devices. In 
addition, external factors and different operating frequencies 
can easily influence the delay time of the delay circuit. 
0022. 3. Although a delay lock loop can generate desired 
delay within a range of operating frequencies accurately, 
devices required for a delay lock loop will occupy a large 
chip area. To produce a delay circuit for multiple operating 
frequencies, many additional groups of Sub-circuits are 
needed. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0023. One object of the present invention is to provide a 
delay device capable of accurately controlling delay time 
and working in different operating frequencies. In addition, 
delay is hardly affected by external factors. 
0024. A second object of this invention is to provide an 
inexpensive delay device that occupies a Small chip area. 
0025 A third object of this invention is to provide a delay 
device having a delay lock loop capable of calibrating delay 
time to a precise value. 
0026. To achieve these and other advantages and in 
accordance with the purpose of the invention, as embodied 
and broadly described herein, the invention provides a delay 
device having a delay lock loop thereincapable of receiving 
an external input signal and outputting a delayed signal. The 
delay device comprises a phase detector, a counter and a 
delay element. 
0027. The phase detector has a first input terminal, a 
Second input terminal and an output terminal, wherein the 
first input terminal receives a complementary Signal of a 
reference Signal. The counter has an input terminal and an 
output terminal, wherein the input terminal is coupled to the 
output terminal of the phase detector for changing a count 
value at its output terminal. The delay element has an input 
terminal, an output terminal and a control terminal. The 
input terminal receives either the external input signal or the 
reference Signal, the output terminal is coupled to the Second 
input terminal of the phase detector, the output terminal 
outputs the delayed signal, the control terminal is coupled to 
the output terminal of the counter, and the counter value 
determines a pre-defined period between the external input 
Signal and the delayed signal Such that the external input 
Signal is delayed by the delay period as the delayed signal 
output. 

0028. In addition, the present invention further provides 
a method of calibrating a delay parameter. First, a phase 
detector and a counter are provided, wherein the phase 
detector has a first input terminal, a Second input terminal 
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and an output terminal. A reference Signal and a comple 
mentary reference Signal are then further provided. The 
reference Signal is sent into the delay element to produce a 
delayed reference Signal. The delayed reference signal is 
transmitted from the delay element to the first input terminal 
of the phase detector and transmitting the complementary 
reference Signal to the Second input terminal of the phase 
detector. A count Value for the counter is then changed 
according to a output Signal on the output terminal of the 
phase detector; and the delay parameter is obtained accord 
ing to the counter value while Signal phases at the two input 
terminals of the phase detector become Substantially iden 
tical. According to one preferred embodiment of this inven 
tion, to maintain the delay time of the delay element at a 
fixed value can be achieved by maintaining the calculated 
value at the output terminal of the counter. 
0029. According to a second preferred embodiment of 
this invention, the delay time of the delay device is cali 
brated by changing the State of the Selection signal. Hence, 
the phase detector, the counter, the delay element together 
form a delay lock loop circuit, Such that the phases of the 
Signals at the two input terminals of the phase detector 
become Substantially identical. After the calibration, chang 
ing the State of the Selection Signal is capable of outputting 
precisely delayed Signal for the delay device. 
0.030. It is to be understood that both the foregoing 
general description and the following detailed description 
are exemplary, and are intended to provide further explana 
tion of the invention as claimed. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0031. The accompanying drawings are included to pro 
vide a further understanding of the invention, and are 
incorporated in and constitute a part of this specification. 
The drawings illustrate embodiments of the invention and, 
together with the description, Serve to explain the principles 
of the invention. In the drawings, 
0.032 FIG. 1 illustrates a conventional timing diagram of 
data transmission using a clock Signal 
0.033 FIG. 2 illustrates a circuit block diagram of a 
conventional data transmission System using a clock signal; 
0034 FIG. 3A illustrates a circuit block diagram of a 
conventional data transmission System with data Strobe; 
0.035 FIG. 3B illustrates a timing diagram showing data 
Strobe and data line waveform; 
0.036 FIG. 4A illustrates a block diagram showing the 
addition of a data delay element at the receiving terminal of 
a conventional data transmission System; 
0037 FIG. 4B illustrates a timing diagram of data strobe 
Signal, data Signal and delayed data Strobe Signal; 
0.038 FIG. 5 illustrates a circuit block diagram showing 
a conventional technique for generating a quarter clock 
cycle delay; 

0.039 FIG. 6A illustrates a block diagram showing a 
delay device having a delay lock loop circuit according to a 
first preferred embodiment of this invention; 
0040 FIG. 6B illustrates a timing diagram of the signals 
in FIG. 6A, 
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0041 FIG. 7 illustrates a block diagram showing a delay 
device having a delay lock loop circuit according to a Second 
preferred embodiment of this invention; and 
0042 FIG. 8 illustrates a block diagram showing a delay 
device having a delay lock loop circuit according to a third 
preferred embodiment of this invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0043 Reference will now be made in detail to the present 
preferred embodiments of the invention, examples of which 
are illustrated in the accompanying drawings. Wherever 
possible, the same reference numbers are used in the draw 
ings and the description to refer to the same or like parts. 
0044 FIG. 6A illustrates a block diagram showing a 
delay device having a delay lock loop circuit according to a 
first preferred embodiment of this invention. FIG. 6B illus 
trates a timing diagram of the Signals in FIG. 6A. 

0045. As shown in FIG. 6A, the delay device 600 
includes a multiplexer 610, a phase detector 620, a counter 
630, a delay element 640 and an inverter 650. Principle 
function of the delay device 600 is to receive a data strobe 
Signal DS and then output a delayed data Strobe Signal from 
DOUT. Total delays are caused by the delay within the 
multiplexer 610 and the delay within the delay element 640. 
However, delay is mainly calibrated by changing Some 
parameters of the delay element 640. The phase detector 
620, the counter 630 and the delay element 640 together 
form a delay lock loop. A signal CLKX2 is used as a 
reference Signal for determining the delay parameters of the 
delay element 640. The data strobe signal DS is generated 
according to a clock signal CLK (not shown). In addition, 
the reference Signal CLKX2 has frequency an integral 
multiple times higher than the clock signal CLK. 
0046. In FIG. 6A, the data strobe signal DS and signal 
CLKX2 are fed into the input terminal A and the input 
terminal B of the multiplexer 610 respectively. The multi 
plexer 610 also receives a calibration signal (CAL). By 
changing the State of the calibration Signal CAL, either the 
data strobe signal DS or the signal CLKX2 is directed to the 
output terminal Y of the multiplexer 610. The multiplexed 
signal at the output terminal of the multiplexer 610 is 
transmitted to the input terminal I of the delay element 640. 
After a pre-defined period, Signal is output from the delay 
elements 640 via its output terminal 0. The delay period is 
controlled by an input parameter Submitted to the control 
terminal C. The delay element 640 is constructed by con 
necting a plurality of buffers in Series. Hence, by changing 
the number of Serially connected buffers, Signal delay time 
can be modified. 

0047 The complementary reference signal CLKX2of 
CLKX2 inverted by the inverter 650 is sent to the input 
terminal I1 of the phase detector 620. Signal DOUT from the 
output terminal O of the delay element 640 is returned to the 
input terminal I2 of the phase detector 620. Signal at the 
UP/DN terminal of the phase detector 620 is transmitted to 
the counter 630. The signal coming from the UP/DN termi 
nal of the phase detector 620 will change according to the 
difference in phase between the Signal CLKX2and the Signal 
DOUT at the respective input terminals I1 and I2 so as to 
either increase or decrease the value inside the counter 630. 
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The counter 630 has a terminal for receiving a control Signal 
CAL that can Stop the counting. 
0048. The value obtained from the counter 630 can serve 
as a delay parameter. The delay parameter is sent to the 
control terminal C of the delay element 640 so that delay 
time of the delay element 640 is determined. 
0049. Before the operation of the delay device 600, the 
device 600 must be calibrated to determine the delay time of 
the delay element 640. In carrying out the calibration, 
Signaling State of CAL can be changed So that Signal CLKX2 
is sent to the delay element 640 from the multiplexer 610. In 
addition, the value inside the counter 630 is changed accord 
ing to the control of the phase detector 620. Hence, the phase 
detector 620, the counter 630 and the delay element 640 
together form a closed loop capable of equalizing or closing 
the phase between the Signals at the input terminals I1 and 
12 of the phase detector 620. In other words, phase of signal 
CLKX2and signal DOUT are substantially identical. 
0050. As shown in FIG. 6B, the clock signal CLK is a 
timing Signal for the System. Since the data Strobe Signal DS 
is generated according to the clock signal CLK, data Strobe 
DS and clock signal CLK are synchronous to each other. The 
Signal CLKX2 has a frequency that is an integral multiple of 
the clock signal CLK. In this embodiment, the Signal 
CLKX2 has a cycle time which is only half that of the clock 
signal CLK. When the clock cycle of the clock signal CLK 
is Tc, clock cycle of the signal CLKX2 is Tc/2. Furthermore, 
signal CLKX2is the complementary signal of CLKX2. 
0051. By properly selecting a delay element 640 inside 
the delay device 600, signals CLKX2and DOUT is stabi 
lized and in the same phase after calibration. DOUT is the 
signal from the delay element 640 after signal CLKX2 is 
delayed for a predefined period inside the delay element 640. 
For example, signal CLKX2 is delayed by Tc/4 (for 
example, for DDR(double date rate) memory), for getting an 
identical phase with the signal CLKX2. In other words, the 
delay time inside the delay element 640 is exactly Tc/4 or 
one quarter cycle of the clock signal CLK. 
0.052 After delay parameter calibration, state of the sig 
nal CAL is changed So that data Strobe Signal DS is directed 
to the delay element 640 via the output terminal Y of the 
multiplexer 610, and the counter 630 is stopped so that the 
final value is retained. Hence, the delay device 600 is 
capable of accurately outputting from DOUT a data strobe 
signal DS delayed by a quarter cycle of CLK. Obviously, 
when the delay device 600 is operating in the normal mode, 
Signal CAL is also capable of controlling the phase detector 
620 or the delay element 640 such that the phase detector 
620 is inactivated or the delay parameter is maintained 
inside the delay element 640. The phase detector 620, the 
counter 630 and the delay element 640 no longer form a 
closed loop and the delay time through the delay element 
640 remains unchanged. Hence, a Signal delayed by a 
quarter clock cycle CLK can be sent out the data Strobe 
signal DS transits through the delay device 600. 
0053 When the delay device 600 is applied to a personal 
computer System, delay parameter calibration can be carried 
out while the computer system boots. Furthermore, if DDR 
SDRAM is used, the delay parameter calibration can be 
conducted during the refresh cycle of the SDRAM. 
0054 FIGS. 7 and 8 illustrate block diagrams showing a 
delay device having a delay lock loop circuit according to a 
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second and a third preferred embodiment of this invention 
respectively. The differences among the first, Second and 
third embodiments of this invention lie in the positions of the 
inverters. Since identical functional and operational prin 
ciples are used in all these embodiments, detail description 
is not repeated here. Note that in FIG. 8, the inverter 850 is 
located between the multiplexer 610 and the delay element 
640. Therefore, signal input into the multiplexer 610 must be 
a complementary Signal of the data Strobe Signal DS in order 
to produce correct delayed data Strobe Signal at the output 
terminal of the delay element 640. 
0055. In Summary, the advantages of having a delay lock 
loop control circuit inside a delay device includes: 
0056 1. There is no need to lengthen conductive lines. 
Hence, the conventionally occupied area on a printed circuit 
board area is reduced. Moreover, delay time can be accu 
rately controlled and the device can be applied under various 
operating frequencies. 

0057 2. Unlike a delay device that uses passive elements, 
the present invention can accurately control the delay time. 
In addition, the delay time is rather stable and is hardly 
affected by external factors. 
0058. 3. By the addition of a phase detector and a counter, 
the desired delay parameter can be obtained by calibration. 
Therefore, the present invention reduces area occupation of 
the delay device on the chip. 
0059. It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that 
various modifications and variations can be made to the 
Structure of the present invention without departing from the 
Scope or Spirit of the invention. In View of the foregoing, it 
is intended that the present invention cover modifications 
and variations of this invention provided they fall within the 
Scope of the following claims and their equivalents. 
What is claimed is: 

1. Adelay device having a delay lock loop therein capable 
of receiving an external input signal and outputting a 
delayed Signal, comprising: 

a phase detector having a first input terminal, a Second 
input terminal and an output terminal, wherein the first 
input terminal receives a complementary Signal of a 
reference signal; 

a counter having an input terminal and an output terminal, 
wherein the input terminal is coupled to the output 
terminal of the phase detector for changing a count 
value at its output terminal; and 

a delay element having an input terminal, an output 
terminal and a control terminal, wherein the input 
terminal receives either the external input signal or the 
reference Signal, the output terminal is coupled to the 
Second input terminal of the phase detector, the output 
terminal outputs the delayed signal, the control termi 
nal is coupled to the output terminal of the counter, and 
the counter value determines a pre-defined period 
between the external input Signal and the delayed Signal 
Such that the external input signal is delayed by the 
delay period as the delayed signal output. 

2. The delay device of claim 1, wherein the device further 
includes a multiplexer having a first input terminal, a Second 
input terminal, an output terminal and a control terminal 
Such that the output terminal is coupled to the input terminal 
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of the delay element, the first inputs terminal is coupled to 
the external input signal, the Second input terminal is 
coupled to the reference Signal, and the control terminal is 
coupled to a Selection signal So that when a State is Selected, 
either the external input signal at the first input terminal or 
the reference input signal at the Second input terminal is 
directed to the output terminal. 

3. The delay device of claim 2, wherein the device further 
includes an inverter having an input terminal and an output 
terminal Such that the input terminal is coupled to the 
reference Signal for producing a complementary reference 
Signal at the output terminal of the inverter. 

4. The delay device of claim 2, wherein counter value is 
fixed when the output terminal of the multiplexer transmits 
the external input Signal according to the State Selection at 
the control terminal. 

5. Adelay device having a delay lock loop therein capable 
of receiving an external input signal and outputting a 
delayed Signal, comprising: 

a phase detector having a first input terminal, a Second 
input terminal and an output terminal, wherein the first 
input terminal receives a reference Signal; 

a counter having an input terminal and an output terminal, 
wherein the input terminal is coupled to the output 
terminal of the phase detector for changing the count 
value at its output terminal; and 

a delay element having an input terminal, an output 
terminal and a control terminal, wherein the input 
terminal receives either the external input signal or the 
reference Signal, the output terminal outputs the 
delayed Signal, a complementary Signal of the delayed 
Signal is coupled to the Second input terminal of the 
phase detector, the control terminal is coupled to the 
output terminal of the counter, and the counter value 
determines a pre-defined period between the external 
input Signal and the delayed signal Such that the exter 
nal input signal is delayed by the delay period as the 
delayed Signal output. 

6. The delay device of claim 5, wherein the device further 
includes a multiplexer having a first input terminal, a Second 
input terminal, an output terminal and a control terminal 
Such that the output terminal is coupled to the input terminal 
of the delay element, the first input terminal is coupled to the 
external input Signal, the Second input terminal is coupled to 
the reference Signal, and the control terminal is coupled to 
a Selection Signal So that when a State is Selected according 
to the Selection Signal, either the external input signal at the 
first input terminal or the reference input signal at the Second 
input terminal is directed to the output terminal. 

7. The delay device of claim 6, wherein counter value is 
fixed when the output terminal of the multiplexer transmits 
the external input signal according to the Selected State at the 
control terminal. 

8. The delay device of claim 5, wherein the device further 
includes an inverter having an input terminal and an output 
terminal Such that the input terminal is coupled to the output 
terminal of the delay element for producing a complemen 
tary output Signal at the output terminal of the inverter. 

9. Adelay device having a delay lock loop therein capable 
of receiving the complementary signal of an external input 
Signal and outputting a delayed signal, comprising: 
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a phase detector having a first input terminal, a Second 
input terminal and an output terminal, wherein the first 
input terminal receives a reference Signal; 

a counter having an input terminal and an output terminal, 
wherein the input terminal is coupled to the output 
terminal of the phase detector for changing the count 
value at its output terminal; and 

a delay element having an input terminal, an output 
terminal and a control terminal, wherein the input 
terminal receives either the external input signal or the 
complementary signal of the reference signal, the out 
put terminal outputs the delayed Signal, the delayed 
Signal is coupled to the Second input terminal of the 
phase detector, the control terminal is coupled to the 
output terminal of the counter, and the counter value 
determines a pre-predefined period between the exter 
nal input Signal and the delayed Signal Such that the 
external input signal is delayed by the delay period as 
the delayed signal output. 

10. The delay device of claim 9, wherein the device 
further includes a multiplexer having a first input terminal, 
a Second input terminal, an output terminal and a control 
terminal Such that the first input terminal is coupled to the 
complementary Signal of the external input Signal, the Sec 
ond input terminal is coupled to the reference Signal, and the 
control terminal is coupled to a Selection Signal So that when 
a State is Selected according to the Selection signal, either the 
complementary Signal of the external input signal at the first 
input terminal or the reference input Signal at the Second 
input terminal is directed to the output terminal. 

11. The delay device of claim 10, wherein counter value 
is fixed when the output terminal of the multiplexer trans 
mits the complementary Signal of the external input Signal 
according to the Selected State at the control terminal. 

12. The delay device of claim 10, wherein the device 
further includes an inverter having an input terminal and an 
output terminal Such that the input terminal is coupled to the 
output terminal of the multiplexer for producing a comple 
mentary output signal to the delay element. 

13. A delay device having a delay lock loop therein 
capable of receiving an external input Signal with reference 
to a clock signal and outputting a delayed Signal, compris 
Ing: 

a multiplexer for receiving the external input signal, a 
reference Signal, a Selection signal and outputting a 
multiplexed Signal, wherein the Selection Signal 
includes a first and a Second State Such that the external 
input signal is directed to the output terminal of the 
multiplexer when the Selection Signal is in the first 
State, and the reference Signal is directed to the output 
terminal of the multiplexer when the Selection signal is 
in the Second State, and the reference Signal has a 
frequency which is an integral multiple of the fre 
quency of the clock Signal; 

an inverter for receiving the reference Signal and output 
ting a complementary reference Signal; 

a phase detector having a first input terminal, a Second 
input terminal and an output terminal, wherein the first 
input terminal receives the complementary reference 
Signal; 

a counter having an input terminal and an output terminal, 
wherein the input terminal is coupled to the output 
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terminal of the phase detector for changing the count 
value at its output terminal; and 

a delay element having an input terminal, an output 
terminal and a control terminal, wherein the input 
terminal receives the multiplexed Signal, the output 
terminal is coupled to the Second terminal of the phase 
detector, the output terminal outputs the delayed Signal, 
the control terminal is coupled to the output terminal of 
the counter, and the counter value determines a pre 
defined period between the external input signal and the 
delayed signal Such that the external input signal is 
delayed by the delay period as the delayed Signal 
output. 

14. The delay device of claim 13, wherein the pre-defined 
period is a quarter of the clock signal cycle. 

15. The delay device of claim 13, wherein phase of the 
Signal at the first input terminal and phase of the Signal at the 
Second input terminal of the phase detector becomes Sub 
Stantially identical when the Selection signal is in a first State, 
and the predefined period of the delay element remains fixed 
when the Selection signal is in a Second State. 

16. A method of calibrating a delay parameter, comprising 
the Steps of 
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providing a phase detector and a counter, wherein the 
phase detector has a first input terminal, a Second input 
terminal and an output terminal; 

providing a reference Signal and a complementary refer 
ence Signal; 

Sending the reference Signal into the delay element to 
produce a delayed reference signal; 

transmitting the delayed reference Signal from the delay 
element to the first input terminal of the phase detector 
and transmitting the complementary reference Signal to 
the Second input terminal of the phase detector; 

changing a count value for the counter according to a 
output signal on the output terminal of the phase 
detector; and 

obtaining the delay parameter according to the counter 
value while Signal phases at the two input terminals of 
the phase detector become Substantially identical. 


